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Dynamic dispatching algorithm for scheduling machines and
automated guided vehicles in a flexible manufacturing system
IHSAN SABUNCUOGLUt and DON L. HOMMERTZHEIMt
In this paper, an on-line dispatching algorithm is proposed for the FMS scheduling
problem. The algorithm uses various priority schemes and relevant information
concerning the load of the system and the status of jobs in the scheduling process.
This information is organized into hierarchical levels. The scheduling decision
process is hierarchical in the sense that different decision criteria are applied
sequentially to identifythe most appropriate part and the machine to beserved.The
algorithm schedules the jobs on a machine or an automated guided vehicle(AGV)
one at a time as the scheduling decision is needed (or as the status of the system
changes). Performance ofthe proposed algorithm iscompared with severalmachine
and AGV scheduling rules by using the mean flow-time and the mean tardiness
criteria. Simulation results indicate that the proposed algorithm produces signifi-
cant mean flow-time and mean tardiness improvements over existing scheduling
rules for a variety of experimental conditions.
1. Introduction
Flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) can be described as batch manufacturing
systems which consist of a group of numerically controlled (NC) machines connected
by an automated materials handling system under computer control. These systems are
used to process a wide variety of different parts with low-to-medium demand volume.
Since a large number of manufacturing companies operate within the mid-variety and
mid-volume range, FMSs cover a large number of application areas. Therefore, there
are many types ofFMSs as well as a variety of classifications used to describe them. For
example, Groover (1987) divided FMSs into dedicated and random systems. Dedicated
systems consist of special machine tools arranged in a flow configuration to produce a
limited variety of identical parts; whereas, random FMSs are capable of producing a
higher variety of parts in a random order. The system for which the on-line dispatching
algorithm proposed in this paper is a random FMS.
In many respects, an FMS can be viewed as an automated job shop. The major
difference between an FMS and a conventional job shop is that the human functions
are automated in the FMS. Furthermore, because of its integrated nature, a scheduling
task for an FMS requires additional considerations of tools, fixtures, automated guided
vehicles (AGVs), pallets, etc. In general, machine tools are more versatile (capable of
performing various operations) and are usually equipped with sensors, tool magazines,
and automatic tool changing mechanisms so that a wide variety of different parts can
be machined automatically with minimum changeover time. The materials handling
system (usually an AG V system) is also more flexible and connects various workcentres
of the FMS. However, all this built-in flexibility in FMSs complicates operational
problems due to a large number of alternative operations and material handling routes
to be considered during scheduling decisions.
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This paper proposes a dispatching algorithm for such an FMS scheduling problem.
The algorithm uses information concerning the load of the system and the status of jobs
in the scheduling process. This information is organized in hierarchical levels. It is an
on-line scheduling algorithm which schedules the jobs on a machine or an AGV one at
a time as the scheduling decision is needed (or as the status of the system changes).
Performance of the proposed algorithm is also compared with several machine and
AGV scheduling rules under various experimental conditions using the mean flow-time
and the mean tardinessmeasure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, definitions and
characteristics of the FMS scheduling problem are presented. This is followed by a
survey of relevant literature in Section 3. In Section 4, structure of the proposed
algorithm, system considerations, and experimental conditions are discussed. Perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm and comparisons with scheduling rules are presented
in Section 5. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
2. Scheduling problems of FMS
An FMS scheduling problem is considered to be a detailed minute-by-minute
scheduling of the machines, materials handling system, and other support equipment.
Given the actual shop conditions and a set of parts with known processing
requirements, it is concerned with accomplishing the following tasks:
• Schedule actual job release times.
• Sequence the jobs and determine the start and completion times of each
operation on a wide variety of resources.
• Monitor the execution of the schedule and provide effective contingency
handling.
Although scheduling refers to the time-phased allocation of all the system resources
such as machines, tools, materials handling system, etc., it is most often applied to the
scheduling of jobs on the machines. However, for a dynamic and highly integrated
system such as an FMS, the scheduling of the materials handling system in real time
and considerations oflimited input/output buffer capacities are also equally important.
These points will be further discussed in the following sections.
2.1. Scheduling of machines and the materials handling system
From a system perspective," an FMS basically consists of two interrelated
subsystems: a machining subsystem and a materials handling subsystem. The
machining subsystem is a typical job shop in which parts with different processing steps
and routeing plans are processed. On the other hand, the materials handling system is
usually an AGV system in which mobile vehicles move the parts from one workstation
to another along a variable or a pre-defined path.
These two subsystems are so closely integrated that the performance of one affects
the other. While each job completion at a machining centre generates an arrival to the
AGV subsystem, completion of a transportation service by an AGV determines job
potentials for workstations. Tn a typical FMS, the system status changes so frequently
that at one time the machining subsystem can be a 'constrained resource' or a 'driving
force' for the material flow whereas at some other time the AGV system becomes a
critical resource and eventually dominates the schedule. Because of this two-way
interaction, both subsystems must be taken into account simultaneously in scheduling
an FMS.
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2.2. Considerations of limited queue capacities
One dimension of the FMS scheduling problem is that both the input and output
queue capacities at workstations are limited. Therefore, there is always a possibility
that a particular machine can be blocked or the system can be locked due to limited
queue spaces. Blocking occurs when a machine cannot move its part to a buffer if the
buffer is full. Whereas, locking occurs when the system is totally prevented from
functioning, i.e. when no part movement can be achieved in the system. Therefore,
limited queue caiacities must be taken into account in scheduling an FMS.
The scheduling problem described above is a more general class of the job shop
problem. As compared '" ith traditional job shop problems in which only machines are
considered to De const rained resources, in scheduling of FMSs both the materials
handling system and the limited in-process buffer spaces are also constrained resources
and should be modelled directly.
Even though the important characteristics of an FMS are considered in this study,
some of the oher typical FMS resources such as tools, pallets/fixtures, and their
availabilities are not modelled for the following reasons. First, as discussed in Looveren
et al. (1986), allocation of tuese resources can be made at the planning stage when the
batching and the loading decision, are made, so it may be reasonable to assume the
continuous availability of these .yoes of resources. Second, the tool management itself
is an important problem which would benefit from separate research. Third, in this
paper, the FMS scheduling problem is considered as an extension of the job shop
problem. Thus, the materials handling (AGV subsystem) and limited input/output
buffer space aspects of an FMS are added to the machining aspects of a job shop in this
study.
2.3. Real-time scheduling
Today, as a result of advances in data collection and process technology, scheduling
decisions can be made on-line and close to real-time. Therefore, in the recent literature
of FMSs, the terms 'on-line scheduling', 'real-time scheduling', and 'dynamic schedul-
ing' are widely used as a substitute for the term 'scheduling'. However, there is, to some
extent, a misunderstanding of these terms in relation to on-line and off-line scheduling
methods.
Off-line scheduling refers to scheduling all operations of available jobs for the entire
scheduling period, whereas, on-line scheduling attempts to schedule operations one at
a time when they are needed. On the other hand, real-time scheduling is a short-term
decision-making process which generates and updates the schedule based on the
current status of the system and the overall system requirements. The definition for
real-time scheduling implicitly assumes contingency handling, therefore, it is a broader
term than either on-line or off-line. In this context, dynamic scheduling is used to
emphasize the dynamic nature of the real-time scheduling problem.
Real-time scheduling can be employed by either an off-line or an on-line method or
a combination of methods. If off-line scheduling methods are utilized, the scheduling
process becomes scheduling and rescheduling; whereas, according to the on-line
scheduling approach, the scheduling decision is made when the state of the system
changes, such as job completion, arrival of parts, etc. There are advantages and
disadvantages with each. Scheduling can be a very tedious task with off-line methods
due to both the difficulty in generating the schedule, and updating it frequently in a
dynamic environment. On the other hand, scheduling decisions made by on-line
methods may not provide the best results due to a lack of a broad system view. A better
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way may be to use a hybrid approach (both off- and on-line) to achieve improved
overall system performance.
According to the above classification, the scheduling procedure proposed in this
paper can be considered as an on-line algorithm.
3. Relevant literature
There are a number of approaches and proposed solution procedures in the FMS
scheduling literature. These can be divided into the following categories:
(I) development of analytical tools (static scheduling algorithms);
(2) development of intelligent scheduling systems using expert systems (ES) and/or
artificial intelligence (AT) techniques; and
(3) investigation of the performances of scheduling rules using simulation models
and the design of on-line dispatching algorithms.
Analytical approaches formulate the FMS scheduling problem as a constrained
optimization model in terms of an explicit objective function and explicit constraints,
and then solve the model by using an appropriate solution algorithm (Kusiak and
Cyrus 1985, Kusiak 1986, Chang and Sullivan 1984, Nakamura and Shingu 1985,
Raman et al. 1986, Shanker and Tzen 1985, Hutchinson et al. 1989, Dietrich and
Escudero 1989). In general, scheduling of the machining subsystem (job shop) and AGV
subsystem (vehicle scheduling problem) are both NP-complete. Thus heuristic
algorithms are usually proposed for the solution of their scheduling problems. These
types of scheduling algorithms are usually of the off-line type and can only be
implemented in a rolling horizon scheme in which the whole process resorts to
scheduling/rescheduling. Furthermore, most of the analytical formulations available in
FMS scheduling literature consider only the scheduling of parts on the machines. Even
though some of them include part transfer times, they still assume uninterrupted
availability of the materials handling equipment. While this assumption is valid for a
conveyorized production system, it is not reasonable for systems which use AGV-based
materials handling. Besides, each scheduling algorithm was developed for a different
type of FMS under different assumptions and therefore it is very difficult to compare
them. Finally, there is little known about their application in a dynamic FMS
environment.
The second track, in which numerous publications have emerged in recent years, is
applications of ES and AI to scheduling problems of FMSs and other automated
manufacturing systems. The main idea behind applications of ES to scheduling
problems is that each scheduling system is unique to the given environment and,
therefore, a wide variety of technical knowledge and expertise should be taken into
account in solving these scheduling problems. As stated by Sauve and Collinot (1987),
today's scheduling systems, which are based on optimization techniques, misunder-
stand the role of the expert scheduler and underestimate the importance of qualitative
factors involved in scheduling problems. Therefore scheduling problems are prime
candidates for applications of artificial intelligence technology. Among the numerous
publications for applications of ES and AI to scheduling of FMSs or other automated
manufacturing systems, a reader can refer to the following for more detailed
information on this subject: Kusiak (1989),Kusiak and Chen (1988), Park et al. (1989).
The third approach to scheduling FMSs is the experimental investigation of FMS
scheduling problems using simulation models and the design of easy-to-use on-line
dispatching algorithms. Research in this area can be also further classified into: (1)
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testing the performance of several machine and AGV scheduling rules against various
scheduling criteria, and (2)design of dynamic dispatching algorithms or other on-line
scheduling techniques.
Even though most of the industrial scheduling problems are dynamic and
stochastic, the majority of the scheduling techniques available in the literature assume
static and deterministic conditions (Baker 1974, French 1982). This is partially due to
the difficulty in formulating the dynamic problems analytically. Except in relatively
simple cases, determination of the optimum schedule by analytical means is extremely
difficult due to the combinatorial nature of scheduling problems (King 1979). Because
of these reasons, the third approach takes the form of testing scheduling rules (or queue
disciplines) and has received ample attention from researchers and practitioners,
beginning from the earlier job shop studies (Conway et al. 1967)to FMS studies (Stecke
and Solberg 1981, Egbelu and Tanchoco 1984, Denzler and Boe 1987, Choi and
Malstrom 1988, Montazeri and Wassenhove 1990, Sabuncuoglu and Hornmertzheim
1989, 1990a, b, c). Research in this area is important because the scheduling rules are
widely used in practice, ranging from direct use as a scheduling scheme to indirect use
as part of knowledge bases of expert systems and static schedule generation schemes.
Furthermore, results of these simulation-based experiments help researchers towards a
better understanding of the dynamic nature of FMS scheduling problems.
Finally, as a natural extension of simple scheduling rules, the last approach, i.e.
development of easy-to-use dispatching algorithms or on-line scheduling heuristics,
was taken by many researchers including Egbelu (1987) and Siomp et at. (1988).
Sometimes, these techniques can be as simple as an augmented scheduling rule.
Furthermore, these types of scheduling methods can also be implemented in an ES
environment where the decision logic can be embedded in the knowledge base of expert
systems so that scheduling decisions can be made on-line in a dynamic manufacturing
environment such as FMSs.
In conclusion, there is a wide variety of research activities presented in the literature
for FMS scheduling. While the research in each direction is necessary for better
understanding and solving the scheduling problems of FMSs, this paper focuses on the
development of a dispatching algorithm for on-line scheduling of machines and an
AGV-based materials handling system of an FMS.
4. Dispatching algorithm
Sabuncuoglu and Hommertzheim (1989, 1990a,b) tested various machine and
AGV scheduling rules against different scheduling criteria. These rules were simple
rules which prioritized the jobs for resources (i.e. machines or AGVs) upon their
availability. And by their nature, these rules are very suitable for on-line scheduling
implementations. One of the important characteristics of the scheduling rules is that
they act as an independent local mechanism in scheduling the jobs. For example,
machine scheduling rules do not consider the availability of AGVs when the priorities
ofjobs are set for any workstation. Similarly, AGV scheduling rules do not directly take
into account availability of workstations (or machines) for jobs to be served. Therefore,
in implementation, these rules form a dispatching mechanism consisting of two
independent sets of rules, one for each type of resource (i.e. machining and AGV
subsystems). Thus, because of their myopic nature, ajob having the highest priority on
the current workstation may wait in the output queue for a long time while a lower
priority job in the system is being processed in the next workcentre.
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The basic rationale behind the proposed algorithm is to eliminate some of the
deficiencies of these scheduling rules and develop a better dispatching mechanism (or
algorithm) by considering important interactions between machines and AGVs during
the scheduling process. The algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the idea that a
job should not be scheduled on a machine (or an AGV)ifit will have to wait for an AGV
(or a machine) in the next activity. The algorithm uses various priority schemes (or
rules) and relevant information concerning the load of the system and the status of jobs
in the scheduling process. All this information is organized in hierarchical levels. Since
the algorithm has a dispatching nature, it does not produce one complete schedule
identifying the expected start and completion times of all operations for all jobs. But
rather, it schedules the jobs on a machine or an AGV one at a time as the scheduling
decision is needed (or as the status of the system changes). In other words, it is an on-line
scheduling algorithm rather than off-line.
4.J. Structure of the dispatching algorithm
In developing the dispatching algorithm a number of assumptions were made.
These assumptions are: (a) continuous availability of tools, (b) zero setup time for the
operations, and (c) no tooling and pallet/fixture considerations.
The algorithm uses various information in the scheduling process. Some of this
information is job related, such as operation times, number of operations, and due-
dates. Others are system related and depend upon the status of machines and AGVs,
queue levels, the number of parts in the system, current locations of AGVs, etc.
Since the machines and AGVs are two critical resource types in the FMS studied,
the algorithm consists of two main parts: (I) a set of procedures to schedule jobs on the
machines, and (2) a set of procedures to schedule jobs on AGVs.
Logic associated with scheduling jobs on the AGV
This part of the algorithm is applied whenever an AGV completes its current
operation and becomes available for the next task assignment. It consists of the
following four hierarchical levels.
Level J. Push logic (checking the critical stations). It identifies workstations
which are either blocked or their respective queues are full. When this happens, not
only can the workstation not accept any part from the other workstations, but also may
not perform the operation because of blocking. Therefore, one of the outgoing parts at
this workstation has to be delivered to its next workstation. This decision is made by
using a hierarchical rule. The rule is hierarchical in the sense that different decision
criteria are applied sequentially to identify the most appropriate part and the machine
to be served. That is, at the top level ofthe hierarchy one decision criterion is applied. If
there is a tie, the next decision criterion is used to break the tie. In the case where there is
still a tie at the bottom level, one of the workstations and a part is selected on a FCFS
(first come first served) basis. These five decision criteria are as follows:
(I) A part at a critical workstation which has finished all its operations but is
waiting to be delivered to the unload station, will obtain the transportation
service first.
(2) A part at the most demanded critical workstation (i.e. total number of parts
waiting at the different workstations or receiving station to be delivered to the
blocked workstation) will be serviced first.
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(3) A part which has the smallest queue level at the next workstation has the
highest priority.
(4) A part which is closest to the current location of idle AGV has the highest
priority (i.e. shortest distance travelled rule).
(5) A part with the least amount of work remaining or the earliest due-date has the
highest priority to obtain service from the AGV depending upon the scheduling
criterion employed (i.e. mean flow-time, mean tardiness, etc.).
As can be seen, the first decision criterion ensures that no part is held in the system
unnecessarily if it has already completed its operations. The second criterion identifies
the most demanded workstation. Other criteria determine part priorities based on
either job-related or system-related information. At each level described above,
availability of the next workstation is also checked. Therefore, if queue spaces of the
destination stations are full for all parts at the blocked machines, a part at one of the
most demanded workstations is taken to the nearest central buffer area. Since the parts
have to be delivered from the congested workstation to other workstations or a central
buffer area, parts are pushed in the system. Therefore, the dispatching strategy can be
considered to be 'push' type.
Level 2. Buffer logic (checking the parts in the central buffer area). If there are
some parts in the central buffers,a part with the most available destination queue space
is served first. Tn the case ofa tie, a part which has the least amount of work remaining
or the earliest due-date is selected for the mean flow-time and the due-date criterion,
respectively.
Level 3. Pull logic (checking the idle workstations). As the third step, the
algorithm checks to see if there are any idle workstations at the present time. If there are
some idle machines, then it searches other workstation queues to locate a workstation
which can immediately deliver a part to this idle workstation. In the case where there is
more than one idle workstation and more than one station which can deliver the parts
to one of these stations, the following hierarchical decision criteria is employed to
schedule the AGV for the next journey:
(I) A workstation which is nearest to the current location of the idle AGV has the
highest priority (or SOT rule).
(2) A part which has the least amount of work remaining or earliest due-date has
the highest priority to obtain service from the AGV.
Since the part transfer is derived by the demand of an idle workstation, parts are pulled
in the system. Therefore, the dispatching strategy can be considered to be a 'pull' type.
Level 4. Push-pull logic (identijication ofthe most appropriate workstation and part
to be serviced). If the central buffer areas are empty and there are no critical or idle
stations then the system can be considered to be stable. Tn these circumstances, the
objective is to find a part which has the highest chance of being processed earliest at the
next workstation. As was discussed earlier, servicing a part which has a longer expected
waiting time at the next workstation reduces the system efficiency. Therefore, at this
step of the algorithm, parts waiting for one or more AGVs, are evaluated based on their
expected waiting time at their next workstations. In the implementation of this step, the
algorithm works like a machine scheduling routine and calculates the expected waiting
time using the priority scheme employed in scheduling of the machines. Tn conclusion, a
part which has the lowest expected waiting time is selected to be served by the AGV.
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Logic associated with scheduling jobs on the machine
This part of the algorithm is employed whenever a workstation completes
processing a part and becomes available for other parts in the queue. It computes the
priority index for each candidate job waiting in the workstation queue. For mean flow-
time criterion, the priority index is a function of the operation time and the expected
waiting time of the job on the next workstation. Both variables are also weighted with
respect to a congestion level (or factor) as shown below:
priority index =weight, *operation time +weight, *expected
waiting time on the next operation (I)
The congestion level at a particular workstation is expressed as the ratio of the
number of incoming parts to the maximum queue capacity available at the respective
workstation. These weights are not constant but vary as the status of the system
changes. As can be noted in equation (1), the priority index degenerates to the SPT
(shortest processing time) rule if the second weight and/or the expected waiting time is
zero. For the due-date based scheduling criteria, MOD (modified operation due-date) is
used as a substitute for the operation time in equation (1). After the priority index is
calculated for each part, the part with the smallest priority index value is loaded on the
machine first. Formalization of the algorithm is given in the Appendix.
5. Performance of the algorithm and comparisons with machine and AGV scheduling
rules
In this section, relative performance of the scheduling algorithm will be measured
against the different scheduling criteria. Comparison of the algorithm with the machine
and AGV scheduling rules will also be presented. But, the system considerations will be
discussed first.
The system under study is a hypothetical FMS (Fig. I). This system has been used in
previous studies to test machine and AGV scheduling rules (Sabuncuoglu and
Hommertzheim 1989, 1990a, b, c). In this system, there are eight workstations and one
input/output carousel. There are also two central buffer areas at which parts are
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Figure I. Schematic view of an FMS.
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temporarily stored to prevent system locking. Materials and parts are transferred in the
system by an AGV system. Each AGV moves a part between the workcentres along a
predetermined and unidirectional path. Upon the completion of a part transfer, an idle
AGV stays at the destination station. This policy was implemented based on pilot
simulation runs.
A simulation model of the FMS described above was developed using SIMAN
(Pegden 1985). Data for the simulation runs are generated by a FORTRAN
subprogram. In general, job interarrival time is exponentially distributed. Each job is
processed by a series of workcentres. Number of operations (number of machines to
visit) is determined by a discrete uniform distribution between one and six. Machine
assignment is random and no job is allowed to visit the same machine more than once.
As a result, machine loads are kept equal. Besides the workcentres, all jobs visit the
washing station. However, only 50% of the jobs are processed by the inspection station.
The tooling system is not modelled and an infinite number of pallets are assumed.
Buffer capacity at each workcentre is limited and equal. Thus, a part completing a
current operation waits in the queue at the workcentre until the next station queue and
an AGV are available. There are no capacity restrictions on the central buffer area and
the input/output carousel. An AGV transfers only one part at a time (i.e. unit load is
one). At intersections in the AGV path network (Fig. 1) an AGV moving a part has
priority over other AGVs travelling empty. In case of a tie, the right of passing at the
intersection is determined on a FCFS basis. Finally, two AGVs are employed in the
current model.
The proposed algorithm was tested under various experimental conditions. These
are as follows:
• varying machine load levels;
• different queue capacities;
• varying levels of due-date allowances;
• different scheduling criteria;
• different types of processing time distributions and their parameters (i.e.
exponential and normal distributions).
As stated above, the proposed algorithm was tested against different scheduling
criteria. Baker (1984) states that two measures are of primary interest: flow-time and
meeting due-dates. Mean flow-time (or average time in the system) is a good indicator
to measure the system responsiveness. It also measures the average work-in-process
level in the system. Knowing that flexibility is one of the great assets of flexible
manufacturing systems, the degree ofresponsiveness in production (or flow-time) is the
most important factor to assess the degree of flexibility built into the FMS. On the other
hand, every manufacturing system has due-dates associated with its orders. Thus,
meeting due-dates is also very important for the company. In this study, mean flow-
time and mean tardiness criteria are used as the primary measures.
For the operation time distribution, both normal and exponential distributions are
tested separately. But only positive values were considered for the normally distributed
operation times.
5.1. Testing performance ofthe algorithm under different machine load levels using mean
flow-time measure
Mean flow-time performances of the proposed scheduling algorithm under varying
machine load levels are depicted in Fig. 2 along with the results of the scheduling rule
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Figure 2. Mean flow-time performance of the proposed algorithm versus SPT/SDT and
SPT/LQS (exponential case).
combinations, SPT/LQS (shortest processing time/largest queue size) and SPT/SOT
(shortest processing time/shortest distance travelled). These two machine and AGV
scheduling rule combinations were found to be the best rule combinations against the
mean flow-time criterion in the previous studies (Sabuncuoglu and Hommertzheim
1990a). These results were obtained using exponential processing times. Machine load
levels were determined by varying the mean processing time.
In general, the proposed scheduling algorithm improved the mean flow time as the
machine loads were increased. At low machine utilizations, there was no difference
between algorithm and scheduling rules. But, as the system load was increased (or the
congestion in the system increased), the algorithm performed better than these two
scheduling rule combinations. For example, at 85% machine utilization rate, approxi-
mately 12 and 15% reductions in the mean flow-time were achieved by the algorithm
over the SPT/LQS and SPT/SOT rule combinations, respectively. As far as the
performances of two AGV scheduling rules are concerned, LQS began to show better
performance than SOT when the machine load increased (i.e. above 80% utilization
level). Because, in a system where there are limited queue capacities, buffer spaces at
workstations became the scare resources as the load was increased, eventually the LQS
rule which was very sensitive to the queue levels began showing better performance
than SOT. As shown in Fig. 3, similar mean flow-time improvements were obtained
when normally distributed processing times were used. These results indicate that
improved scheduling of machines and AGVs can result in considerable mean flow-time
advantages in FMSs.
In fact, at the beginning of the simulation experiments, it was expected that the
proposed scheduling algorithm would achieve much higher mean flow-time reduc-
tions. However, as shown in Figs 2 and 3, its performance is not much different to these
scheduling rules for low utilization levels. This can be explained as follows:
(I) As observed in many real-life scheduling problems, the scheduling rules are
relatively robust.
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Figure 3. Mean flow-time performance of the proposed algorithm versus SPT /SDT and



















• Exponential distribution is used for processing times
Figure 4. Mean flow-time performance of the proposed algorithm versus SPT /SDT and
SPT/LQS at varying queue capacities (with exponential distribution).
(2) At low utilization levels, there are comparatively less jobs in the queues.
Therefore, the chance of improving the system performance is less due to the
fewer opportunities for scheduling decisions.
(3) In the simulation model which had scheduling rules embedded, there were
already some complicated logic or decision routines to prevent blocking and to
increase the system performance. Therefore, the enhanced features of the
scheduling rules resulted in close performances to the dynamic scheduling
algorithm at low utilization levels. If they were used alone without any
enhancement, the system might have been saturated with these rules.
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5.2. Testing the performance of the algorithm under varying queue capacities using the
mean flow-time measure
Mean flow-time performance of the proposed scheduling algorithm under varying
queue sizes was also studied. As shown in Fig. 4, the scheduling algorithm
outperformed the scheduling rules as the capacity of queue spaces at workstations were
reduced. In particular, when the queue capacity was three, the algorithm accomplished
more than a 26% mean flow-time reduction. Similar results were also obtained for the
normally distributed processing times (Fig. 5). These improved performances of the
scheduling algorithm at the low queue sizes further emphasize the importance of
scheduling decisions in short queue length systems such as FMSs.
5.3. Testing the performance of the algorithm under varying due-date tightness against
the mean tardiness criterion
Due-date performance of the algorithm was measured against the mean tardiness
criterion under different experimental conditions. Since the due-date allowance (or
due-date tightness) is a major factor in comparing the rules, simulation experiments
were repeated at varying levels of the due-date tightnesses. Sabuncuoglu and
Hommertzheim (1990b,c) found MOS/SDT (modified operation due-date/shortest
distance travelled) and MOD/LQS (modified operation due-date/largest queue size) to
be the best machine and AGV scheduling rule combinations for the due-date criterion.
Therefore, their performances were also included in this analysis. Results are presented
only for exponentially distributed processing times.
In experiments, due-dates of jobs were determined by allocating flow allowances to
a job to perform its various activities (i.e. processing, materials handling, waiting, etc.).
This type of due-date assignment is also known as the endogenous due-date
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Figure 5. Mean flow-time performance of the proposed algorithm versus SPTjSDT and
SPTjLQS at varying queue capacities (with normal distribution).






















• Machine load level is 75% and 0-5
Figure 6. Mean tardiness performance of the proposed algorithm versus MOD/SDT and
MOS/LQS at varying due-date tightnesses,
content) rule to be the best rule. Both its job and operation-based due-date assignment





R, ready time or arrival time of job i
D, due-date of job i
di • j due-date of job i for operation j
P, total remaining operation time of job i at its jth operation
Pi.j operation time for jth operation of job i
k due-date tightness parameter
Figure 6 shows mean tardiness performances of the scheduling algorithm together with
the MOD/SDT and MOD/LQS rules under the experimental conditions where
average machine and AGV utilizations are both 75%. As can be seen, differences
between the algorithm and rules are not very apparent even though the algorithm
always produced lower tardiness. However, as depicted in Fig. 7, the difference is
accentuated when the machine load levelswere increased to 80%.At this load level, the
average mean flow-time reduction achieved by the algorithm was at least 25% over the
varying values of the tightness parameter.
Figure 8 also shows the behaviour of the algorithm and rules at varying levels of
machine loads when the due-date tightness parameter is four (i.e. due-date of a job is at
least four times greater than total job processing time). Again, the proposed algorithm
outperformed the scheduling rule combinations at varying machine load levels.
Relative performance of the algorithm and the rules were also measured at varying
levels of queue capacities. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the algorithm performed slightly
better than the scheduling rules when queue capacities were four. However, it achieved
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Due-date tightness (k)
• Queue capacity is lour (Q-4)
Figure 7. Mean tardiness performance of the proposed algorithm versus MOD/SDT and


















Load levels (utilization rates %)
Figure 8. Mean tardiness performance of the proposed algorithm versus MOD/SDT and
MOD/LQS under varying machine load levels (due-date tightness parameter (k) is four).
significant reductions in mean tardiness as the queue capacities were reduced from four
to three at varying due-date tightnesses (Fig. 10). In particular, as depicted in Fig. 10,
the reduction was more than 50% when the queue capacity was three and tightness
parameter, four. As can be noted, the range of mean tardiness in Fig. 9 was taken from 0
to 150 to depict these slight differences between the algorithm and scheduling rules for
the purpose of showing that the algorithm is at least as good as the scheduling rules.
Figure II also shows the superior performance of the proposed algorithm over the
scheduling rules when the queue capacity was reduced from five to three.
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Due-date tightness (k)
• Queue capacity is four (Q'4)
Figure 9. Mean tardiness performance of the proposed algorithm versus MOD/SDT and
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Due-date tightness (k)
• Queue capacity is three (Q'3)
Figure 10. Mean tardiness performance of the proposed algorithm versus MOD/SDT and























• Due-date tightness parameter (k) is four
Figure 11. Mean tardiness performance of the proposed algorithm versus MOD/SOT and
MOO/LQS under varying queue capacities (due-date tightness parameter (k) is four).
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, scheduling problems offlexible manufacturing systems were analysed.
The problem was viewed basically as a class of the dynamic job-shop problem and an
on-line dispatching algorithm was developed. Proposed scheduling algorithm was
compared with existing scheduling rules against different scheduling criteria. In
general, the dynamic scheduling algorithm performed better than the standard
scheduling rules. It improved the system performance significantly under high
utilization rates or load levels. Its impact on reducing the mean system flow-time was
greatest when the queue capacities were low. It also outperformed the scheduling rules
when the mean tardiness was the scheduling criterion. Results presented in this paper
should be interpreted with reference to the hypothetical FMS and the experimental
conditions described earlier. Thus, there is a need for further research to test the
algorithm under different FMS configurations and experimental conditions. These
could include the consideration of tooling and limiting the number of pallets in the
system.
In Section 2, on- and off-line scheduling were discussed in conjunction with real-
time scheduling. Results presented in this research are based on the on-line scheduling
approach (i.e. scheduling activities one at a time when they are needed)." As mentioned
earlier, however, there are some benefits of using off-line scheduling. Another future
research effort could be the development of an off-line scheduling algorithm and testing
its performance relative to the on-line algorithm.
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Appendix: Formalization of the algorithm
In developing the algorithm, the following variables and parameters are used:
N number of workstations
J number of parts in the system
workstation identifier, i = I, , N
j part (or job) identifier, j= I, ,J
t time at which the scheduling decision is made
Pit) priority index of part j at time t
LOj location type of part j in the system (Lj = I if it is in a central buffer
area, otherwise, Lj=O)
Qi total queue capacity of workstation i
qi input queue capacity of workstation i
fQ,(t) input queue level of workstation i at time t
OQ,(t) output queue level of workstation i at time t
A,(t) number of parts scheduled to arrive at workstation i
V,(t) operational status of workstation i at time t (Vi(t)= I if it is busy.
Otherwise, V,(t)=O)
Bi(t) blocking status of workstation i at time t (Bi(t)= I if it is blocked.
Otherwise, B~t)=O)
OPi • j operation time of the part j at workstation i
OD'.j operation due-date of the part j at the workstation i
EWAT;jt) expected waiting time ofjob jfor the next operation at workstation i in
time t
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NRit) remaining number of operations of the part j at time t
Du(t) number of parts waiting at workstation k to be delivered to
workstation I at time t
Cp(t) status of the central buffer p at time t (Cp(t) = I if there are some parts,
otherwise, Cp(t)=O)
CT(t) total number of parts in central buffer areas at time t
E event type (E = I if AFV scheduling, otherwise, E = 2 for machine
scheduling)
S, set which consists of the parts demanding AGV transportation service
S2 set which consists of workstations that are either blocked or their
input queues are full
S3 subset of S2 which consists of all jobs j such that jobs at the blocked
workstations have already completed their last operations
S4 set of jobs (parts) that are in the central buffer areas and their
destination stations have available queue spaces
S5 set which consists of idle workstations
S6 set consisting of workstation which can send some parts to work-
stations in the set S5
V; set which consists of the parts demanding machining operations at the
work station i
X(t) part number to be serviced at time t
Y(t) workstation number to be serviced at time t
Z(t) AGV number to be selected at time t
Dispatching algorithm steps for scheduling machines and AGVS are as follows.
Step 1. Identify the event type. If E is equal to I (i.e. an AGV is completing the
current assignment) then go to Step 2. Otherwise, if E is equal to 2 (i.e. a part is
completing its current operation) then go to Step 9.
Step 2. Search set S, to see if there is ajob demanding a transporation service. If
the set S, is empty then stop. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3. Construct set S2 as all workstations that are either blocked or their input
queues are full
go to Step 4.
Step 4. If set S2 is empty go to Step 5, else, go to Step 4.1.
Step 4.1. Construct the set S3 as all workstations i and all jobs j such that jobs at
the blocked workstations have already completed their last operation
If set S3 is empty then go to Step 4.2. However, if 53 is not empty and there is only one
job in the set then set X(t) = j, Y(t)= i, and go to Step 4.5. Otherwise, set S2 = S3and go
to Step 4.2.
Step 4.2. Reduce S2 to the workstations with the highest demand
N N
L: Dk.n(t)~ L: Dult) where n,IE{I,oo.,N}, k;;l
1=1 k=l
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If there is only one workstation with the highest demand, then set Y(t)=n, select the
related job and go to Step 4.5. If more than one job could be selected, go to Step 4.4. If
there are more workstations with the highest demand, go to Step 4.3.
Step 4.3. Reduce S2 to the workstations which are closest to the location of the
AGV (i.e. apply the shortest travel distance (SOT) rule). If there is only one closest
workstation n and one job j then set Y(t)=n, X(t) = j and go to Step 4.5. Otherwise, go
to Step 4.4.
Step 4.4. Search set S2 to find the job j with either the least amount of work
remaining (LWKR) or the earliest due-date. Set X(t)= j (if there is a tie, select the jobs
arbitrarily). If Y(t) is not determined in the previous steps set the value of Y(t) equal to
the current location of job j.
Step 4.5. If the destination station of the selected job is full, then move the job to
the closest central buffer. Update Cp(t) and go to Step 8.
Step 5. Check the central buffers to determine if there are any jobs waiting to go to
a workstation for their next operation.IfCT>O, then go to Step 5.1. Otherwise, go to
Step 6.
Step 5.1. Construct set S4 as all jobs that are in the central buffer and whose
destination stations have available queue spaces
S4= {(i, j)ILOj = I and IQ~t)+ A~t) < q;}
Ifset S4is empty, go to Step 6. Otherwise, find the job j in the central buffer mwhich has
the most destination queue space available. Set X(t) = j, Y(t)= m and go to Step 8. If
more than one job could be selected and they are in the same central buffer area then set
Y(t)=m and go to Step 5.3. Otherwise, go to Step 5.2.
Step 5.2. Reduce S4to the jobs to find ajobj in the central buffer m which is closest
to the location of the AGV (i.e. the SOT rule). If there is only one job then set X(t) = j,
Y(t)=m, and go to Step 8. Otherwise, go to Step 5.3.
Step 5.3. Search set S4 to find ajob j in the central buffer m with the least amount
of work remaining (LWKR) or earliest due-date. If there is a tie, select the job
arbitrarily and set X(t) = j. If Y(t) is not determined in the previous steps set the value of
Y(t) equal to the current central buffer location m of job j. Go to Step 8.
Step 6. Construct set S5 as all workstations that are idle and have no jobs
scheduled to be processed
S5={iIU,(t)=O or IQ;(t)+A,(t)=O}
If set S5 is empty, go to Step 7. Otherwise, go to Step 6.1.
Step 6.1. Determine set S6from all workstations that can immediately send jobs to
the idle workstations identified in the set S5
S6={(k,I)IOQk(t»O and Du(t»O and U,(t)+A1(t)=O}
where k,l= 1,... ,N and k~l. If set S6 is empty, then go to Step 7, otherwise, go to
Step 6.2.
Step 6.2. Find the source station m with the greatest number of jobs in it (or find
the most congested station which can send a job to the idle station)
for all workstations where (m, i)eS6and m~ i.lfthere is a tie or more than one job in the
selected source workstation, then go to Step 6.3. Ptherwise, set X(t) = j, Y(t) = m, and go
to Step 8.
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Step 6.3. Search set S6 to find a job j in workstation i which is closest to the
location of the AGY. If there is only one closest workstation and one outgoing job at
this station then set X(t) =i. Y(t)= i, and go to Step 8. Otherwise, go to Step 6.4.
Step 6.4. Search set S6 to find a job j at workstation i with the least amount of
work remaining or the earliest due-date. If there is a tie, select the job and the central
buffer arbitrarily. Set X(t)= j, Y(t)=i, and go to Step 8.
Step 7. Use set S, and calculate the expected waiting time ofjob j currently at the




If the scheduling criteria is the mean flow-time, W is a set of jobs at workstation i with
smaller operation times than job j. That is,
(3)
However, if the due-date based scheduling criteria is employed, then W is a set of jobs
at the workstation i with smaller modified operation due-dates than job j, That is,
(4)
where MOD...j=max {OD",j' t+ OP",j}'
Find the job with the smallest waiting time on its next operation (X(t)=j and
Y(t)= i) and go to Step 8. If there is a tie, use SDT and LWKR or (EDD) rules to break
the tie.
Step 8. Change the status of AGY from idle to busy and send to the workstation
Y(t) and the job X(t) selected.
Step 9. Check if there are AGYs available to transfer the job to the next
workstation, If there are AGYs then select the one closest to the current workstation.
Change the status of AGY number 2(t) from idle to busy and send to the workstation
Y(t)and thejob X(t) demanding the service. If there is no AGY available, update OQ,(t)
and the set S,. Also search the set V; if there is any job that can be processed by the
current workstation i. If set V; is empty, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 10.
Step 10. Determine the priority index of each job j at the current workstation i by
considering the waiting time at the next workstation m. Priority index (Pit)) is
calculated depending on the scheduling criteria. For the mean flow-time criteria, use
the following equation:
Pit)=a, *OPi,j+a2*EWATm ,it) (5)
where, a1 =IQ,(t)/Qi, a2=IQ..(t)/Q.. and i and m are current and destination
workstation indices respectively.
For the due-date based scheduling criteria, use the following equation:
(6)
where, a, and a2 are defined above.
Step 11. Select the job j which has the smallest priority index from the set V;
and stop.
